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Abstract. We prove that an ergodic flow admits a finite invariant measure

if and only if the Kreiger factor whose flow of weights is the flow contains a

Uli subfactor which is the range of a faithful normal semifinite conditional

expectation.

0. Introduction

The Murray Von Neumann construction, the flow of weights and the stable

range map give 1-1 correspondences between the objects of the categories of

ergodic transformations, Kreiger factors and ergodic flows. The proof of the

equivalence of these categories has not been completed. However, it is desirable

to identify certain properties of objects in one category with some properties

in another category. This is like setting up a dictionary for the categories. An

example of this is the early work of Connes and Woods on the equivalence of

ITPFI factors and the AT-property for flows [2]. Few works have been done in

this area since, probably due to the difficulty in proofs or even in guessing the

identification. Here we will start with the simple property of a flow admitting

a finite invariant measure, and identify it with its corresponding Kreiger factor

having a Uli subfactor and an f.n.s. conditional expectation onto it.

1

Let ( Ft, Q, v ) be a flow on a standard measure space. The flow is said to

admit an invariant measure if there exists a v' ~ v such that

v\Ft(A)) = v\A)

for all measurable set A in Q, and for all t £ R.   v1 is called an invariant

measure for the flow.

Proposition 1.1. If an ergodic flow admits an invariant measure, then it is unique

up to a scalar multiple.

Proof. Let vx, v2 be two invariant measures for the flow F,. We have vx ~ v2,

and
dvx        _ dvx ° Ft _ dvx

dv2 dv2 o Ft      dv2 '
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So dvx/dv2 is an Ft invariant function on Q, and must be equal to a constant

by ergodicity.

By the proposition, the cases that (i) Ft does not admit an invariant mea-

sure, (ii) Ft admits a finite invariant measure, and (iii) Ft admits an infinite

invariant measure are mutually exclusive.

Theorem 1.2. Let M be a IIIq Kreiger factor. The flow of weights of M admits

a finite invariant measure if and only if there exists a IIIX subfactor of M which

is the range of a faithful normal conditional expectation.

Proof. (If part) Let (F;, fi, v) be the flow of weights of M . By changing to a
equivalent measure if necessary, we can assume that v is the invariant measure,

and that f (£2) = 1 . Let X3 = Yl^° Z3, where Z3 is the cyclic group of order

3, and let p = Yl^ij, 5, g) be the product measure of the constant measure

(î» I» ¿) on ^3- Then the odometer transformation T is of type Uli and

the system (5, X3 x Q, p x v) where

Six, co) = iTx, Fa{x)ico))       ix,(o)£il,

and

¿i(x) = log^^(x)

has the flow as its stable range (see for example [4]). By Krieger's theorem,

M ~ r(5,X3xß,j5xi/).

Let Mx be the cross product W*iT, Xy,p). Mx is a IIIX factor. We shall
construct an embedding i of Mx into M and a faithful normal conditional

expectation E: M —► i{M\). For convenience, we shall identify the spaces

L2iX xZ),e2iZ, L2iX)), L2iX) ®i2iZ) etc. in the canonical way.

The map i : £(L2(X3 x Z)) -» £(L2(X3 x Z))<g>5(L2(Q)) ~ ß(L2(X3 x Í2 x Z))

given by

i'(jc) = x ® 1

is a *-monomorphism. Mx is generated by elements of the form njia), a £

L°°(X3), and a single unitary UT . For such a 7rr(a) and £ e L2(X3 x Q x Z)

we have

ii%Tia))(i)im) = (xr(Ä) ® l)(í)(w) = (a ° r_m ® lnK(m) = [jrs(a 8 ln)f ]("0

for all m £ Z. Also

»•(ür'XKw) = iUT 9 lK(m) = Sim - 1) = (C/^)(w).

Hence

i'(Ma)) = ^(a® 1)

and

i(tfr) = f/5.

So i embeds Mx into Af unitally. Let 1^ denote the constant function 1

on Í2. Since v is finite, 1q £ L2(Q). There is an isometry v. L2iX$ xZ)^

L2(X3 x Z) 9 L2(Q) ~ L2(X3 x Í2 x Z) given by

«Í = i® In-
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The conditional expectation is given by

Eix) = ¿iv*xv),        x £ M.

We show that E is indeed a conditional expectation. For x £ Mx, and t\ £
L2(X3 x Z) we have

v*iix)vii) = v*ix 9 l)(i 9 In) = fx{Ç) 9 \Qdv = x(£).

Hence Eix) = x for all x £ i(-Wi). In particular Ei¡Js) = i(f/r) = Us ■ Also

for a £ L°°(X3 x £2 ) and c¡ £ L2(X3 x Z) we have

iv*7tsia)v)iix, m) = / insia)v£,)ix, m, co)duiw)

= íaoS~mix, <ü)í(jc, m)dvi(o)

jai, (jc, œ)dvi(o) I ormi(jt, w)

= 7tr(¿)^(x, m)    for all m £Z, a.e. x € X3

where ¿ e L2(X3), ¿?(x) = faix, co)dv(œ). Hence £(^(¿1)) = inTib) £
i(Afi). Using the normality of 2?, we see that E is a projection from M onto

Mi . From

\\Eix)\\ = ||u*jcu|| < ||x||

and

E(l) = v*v9 1 = 1,

we conclude that 2? is a projection of norm 1, and hence a conditional expec-

tation. To show that E is faithful, let A = ^(L°°(X3 x £2)) and F: M -> ^
be the canonical conditional expectation; i.e., if x has the representation

x = £>s(¿i„)ty\       a„eLw(X3xíí),

«ez

then F(x) = ^(¿zo). F is normal and faithful. By a calculation similar to

the one above, we get Einsia)Un) = E{nsia))Un for all a £ L°°(X3 x £2) and

n £ Z. Using the normality of E and F, we see that E o F = F o E . Let

F(xx*) = 0 for some x £ M. Then EFixx*) = FEixx*) = 0. Since E is

obviously faithful on A , F(xx*) = 0 and hence x = 0 .

(Only if part) Now we prove the converse of the theorem. As in [2], we let

M = M®F00,        MX=MX9F00,        É = E®1,        öJ = Ad(l®FJ),

where F^ = 5(L2(R)) and iV£){t) = ¿j(l - s). We have for x 9y £ M 9 Fx ,

Ë o esix 9y) = Ëix ® Ad{Vs)(y)) = Eix) 9 Ad^(v)

= (1 9 AdVs)iEix) ®y) = 6sÊix 9 y).

Hence ¿isa faithful normal conditional expectation which commutes with

6S. Let c/>i be a faithful normal semifinite weight on Mx and let <fi = <f>\ o E.

We write

<j> = <j)9co, 0i = 4>x 90), N = Mi, NX=M:
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By Takesaki's theorem, of\Mx = of' , so Nx is a unital subalgebra of A. We

also have

E o of = of' o E.

Hence

Ëoaf = iE9l)oiof9l) = iaf1 °E)9l = of'°Ë,

so that -È(A) = Ai. Now we again let E denote the restriction of Ë to

C = Z(A). Then E commutes with 6S, and for f £ C , y £ Nx , we have

yEif) = Eiyf) = Eify) = E(f)y.

So Eif) £ Z(Ai) = Cl . Hence F is a faithful normal functional which is
invariant under the flow of weights of M, which is 0S\C. This means that E

is the finite invariant measure for the flow.

Remark. In the proof of the "only if part of the theorem (i.e. if M admits a

Uli subfactor which is the range of a faithful normal conditional expectation,

then the flow of weights of M admits a finite invariant measure), we did not

use the fact that M is a Kreiger factor, nor even that it is a factor. Hence half

of the theorem is true for all IIIo von Neumann algebras M.

The above result for finite invariant measure suggests that a similar result

should be valid in the case of infinite invariant measures. Naturally we should

consider the notion of an "unbounded" conditional expectation, analogous to

the extension of a state to a weight. This has been considered in [3], where

operator valued weight is defined. Using the machinery from [1], it is possible

to prove that, if the flow of weights of a Kreiger factor M admits an infinite

invariant measure, then there exists a normal faithful semifinite operator valued

weight from M onto a subfactor of type IIL . However, the converse, though

possibly true, cannot be proved by the same method as above. The difficulty is

due to the fact that the restriction of a semifinite operator valued weight to a

subalgebra need not be semifinite.
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